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Classroom rules

Store bags and coats away as you enter the room. 

Stack stool away during practical lessons. 

Wash your hands before and after practical. 

Wear a tied apron in practical lessons.

Do not run. Work quietly at all times.

Tie long hair back.

Listen carefully to all instructions.

Use oven gloves to put food in the oven.

Cover cuts with a clean plaster.

Remove all jewelry during practical lessons.

Carry knives safely.

Tidy up after yourself and put, all equipment away.

Skills I will learn :-
Use a knife safely

Use the hob 

Use the oven

Know how to wash up

Work safely in the kitchen area

Key Learning
Classroom rules
Understand and be able to explain the classroom rules 
for the food room. Know why it is important to follow 
these rules to avoid accidents happening. 

Washing your hands 
Practice the routine of washing your hands. Use 
revealer to show bacteria that is present on your 
hands before and after washing. Know why it is 
important to wash your hands before you cook.

Know your kitchen
Be able to locate key pieces of equipment in your 
kitchen. Also know how and where to store the 
equipment safely. Explain how Kitchen equipment 
needs to be used correctly to ensure no accidents 
happen.

Use of knives 
Knives should be 
used safely and 
stored in the 
knife block after 
use.

Washing up 
Remember to use hot soapy water to wash your 
dishes. Dry your dishes with a clean tea towel before 
you store them in your cupboard.

Key words: ingredients, recipe, knife, taste, texture, 
appearance, aroma, Evaluation, hygiene,diet.
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Tie long 
hair back

Wear an 
Apron



Key words Definition

Ingredients Any of the foods or substances that are combined to 
make a particular dish.

recipe A set of instructions for preparing a particular dish, 
including a list of the ingredients. 

knife Metal blade fixed or molded to handle, used for 
cutting. 

Hygiene Keeping equipment and surfaces clean to prevent the 
spread of bacteria.

Appearance The way that someone or something looks.

Aroma A strong, pleasant smell, usually from food or drink.

Evaluate Making of a judgment about your product and how 
well it has worked out.

Taste To describe the flavours of a food product.

Texture The feel, appearance, or consistency of a substance

Diet The kinds of food that a person, animal, or community 
habitually eats.

Equipment Use 

Round bladed Knife Used for cutting or spreading soft food

Measuring Jug Used for Measuring liquids

Cooling tray Used to cool cakes, scones and pastry products

Wooden Spoon Used for mixing sauces and cake mix.

Tablespoon A large spoon used for serving and measuring

Teaspoon Small spoon for measuring ingredients

Grater For grating cheese and carrots

Palette knife Used for lifting cooked food from baking trays

Baking tray Used to cook scones and biscuits in the oven

Mixing bowl A deep bowl that is used for mixing ingredients.

Apron Worn to protect clothing

Saucepan Used to cook food on the hob.

Rolling pin Used to roll out pastry and dough

Peeler For peeling fruit and vegetables
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Bobbin

Spool Holder

Bobbin Cover

Presser Foot

Bobbin Holder

Pin

Needle

Snips

Shears

Golden Rules

The seam allowance is 15mm

When stitching fabric 
together using a seam you 
put the right (nice) sides of 
the fabric together

When stitching a seam you 
always use a straight stitch 
(stitch 01)

The bobbin should travel in an 
anticlockwise direction and 
through the thread guide at 

6 o’clock, then pulling round to 
9 o’clock when threading the 

machine

What are they?

A seam is a line where two pieces of 
fabric are sewn together in a garment 
or other article.

A hem is the edge of a piece of cloth 
or clothing which has been turned 
under and sewn.

Applique ́ is ornamental needlework in 
which pieces of fabric are sewn or 
stuck on to a larger piece to form a 
picture or pattern.

A seam allowance is the area between 
the edge and the stitching line on two 
(or more) pieces of material being 
stitched together. 



Name the Parts

1 - Presser Foot Take up Lever

2 - Presser Foot Removal Button

3 - Carry Handle

4 - Balance Wheel
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1

2

3
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Name the Parts

1 - Spool Holder

2 - Spool Pin

3 - Thread Take-Up Lever

4 - Thread Guide

Name the Parts

1 - Speed Control Slider 7 - Presser Foot

2 - Indicator Window 8 - Hook Cover Plate Release

3 - Stitch Selection Buttons                       Button

4 - Needle Button 9 Hook Cover Plate

5 - Lock Button 10 Needle Plate

6 - Reverse Button 11 Extension Table

1
2
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7
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1
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Week 1: Hotkeys To use a HOTKEY we highlight some text with the mouse, hold the Control 

key (Ctrl) then type a letter. 

Ctrl + Function 

C Copies the highlighted text to the clipboard (a space in memory) 

X Cuts (deletes) the highlighted text but puts it onto the clipboard 

V 
Pastes whatever text or picture you have stored on the clipboard into 
your work. 

Z 
Undo.  If you want to ‘take back’ whatever you just did on your PC use 
the undo command.  Great for fixing mistakes instantly. 

A 
Highlights ALL.  This command will select everything in your Word 
document, PowerPoint slide or folder. 

S 
Saves your work.  If this is the first time you have saved it will bring up 
the Save As menu instead. 

B Makes Text Bold 

U Underlines Text 

E Puts text in the centre of the line 

P Brings up the print menu 

[ or ] Increases and decreases the font size 

N Opens a new window or document 

Week 2: Algorithms 

Keyword Meaning 

Algorithm 
Detailed instructions to solve a problem.  It could be directions to find a 
building, a recipe to make a cake, the rules of a game or a piece of 
computer code. 

Code 
A computer only understands computer code (also called a computer 
program).  You write instructions in code for the computer to follow. 

Loop 
A section of a computer program that will repeat itself.  It is quicker to 
write a loop than to writ the same line of code several times. 

Repeat 5 A loop that will repeat an instruction 5 times. 

Repeat Until 
A loop that will repeat an instruction until something happens e.g. repeat 
until you reach the door: move forwards. 

Repeat 
Forever 

A loop that never stops running.  For example traffic lights run on a 
forever loop, they never stop cycling through red-amber-green 

IF 
Statement 

An if statement allows an instruction to happen only when a certain 
event occurs e.g. If the door is locked: Use the key 

Week 3-7: PowerPoint 

Function Meaning + Help 

Hyperlink 

A hyperlink, when clicked on, will take you to a different slide (or even a 
different website or an excel spreadsheet!) 
 
We use the Insert menu 
 
The Action button 
 
We tell it to link to slide… on a click 
 
We tell it which slide to link to.  

 

Format 

If we format our presentation we choose: 
A colour scheme for text, shapes and background. 

A style of font e.g. Comic Sans  Monotype Corsiva or chiller. 
A size of font e.g. this sheet use 10pt 
A layout style e.g. title at the top, question on the left answers on the 
right. 

Animations 

There are four types of animation in PowerPoint 
Entrance: to make objects appear 
Exit: to make objects disappear 
Emphasis: to make objects or text  sparkle or spin to draw attention to 
them 
Motion Paths: to make objects move across the screen 

We need to consider the sequence:  what order should our animation 
be in? 

We need to consider how the animation starts: 
Automatically 
After a delay 
When we click on the screen 
When we click on an object or button (triggers) 

We need to consider the length of our animation. To slow it down we 
increase its duration (length) if it is too fast our audience won’t see it 
clearly. 
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Week 5: Pictures 

Keyword Meaning 

File Type 
Different types of images (photos, drawings, animations) can be saved in 
different ways.  The different ways of saving produce different File types. 

Pixel Each tiny ‘dot’ on the screen is called a pixel. 

Compression 
Making an image use less space in memory by saving only part of the 
information. 

BMP A Bitmap image.  This stores the exact colour of each pixel on the screen. 

JPEG 
Ideal for photos, it groups pixels of a similar colour and saves the group 
rather than each pixel individually. 

PNG 
Ideal for drawings and graphics. It stores every other pixel then, when the 
image is loaded again, the computer ‘guesses’ the colours to fill the gaps. 

GIF 
By only using a maximum of 256 colours GIFs allow short animated images 
to be saved. 

 

Week 8-9 Scratch 

Keyword Meaning 

Computer 
Code 

An instruction the computer understands 

Programming 
Language 

Computers can understand different ‘languages’ just like people. Scratch 
is an example of one Language the computer understands. Other 
languages would be Micro:bit Block Editor, JavaScript, C++, Python. 

Block 
A single instruction in Scratch e.g. 
 

Script 

A series of instructions that run together. e.g. 
 

Variable A number in your game like “score” that changes as you play. 
Sprite The drawing that makes up the character or object in your game.   

Costumes 

Some sprites animate by having more than one 
costume.  They show the two costumes one after the 
other very quickly so it looks like the sprite is moving.    

Coordinate 

Just like in maths computers use 
coordinates to tell where items are. 
e.g our cat could be a X25 Y 106.  

 

Block type Function 

Event 
(Brown) 

We use event blocks to start a script we could trigger our script as soon 
as the game begins 

 
 
When a key is pressed 

 
 
When we click on something etc… 

 

Motion 
(Dark Blue) 

Motion blocks will make a sprite move. This could be left/right, up/down 
or could rotate or flip the sprite. We can even tell the sprite to go to a 
specific coordinate. 

Control 
(Yellow) 

This is where we find our loops and IF statements.  It is also where we 
find instructions to pause our code and stop our code. 

Looks 
(Purple) 

We can change the appearance of our sprite such as its size and colour 
here.  We can also add speech bubbles as well as making our sprite hide 
so it cannot be seen and show to get it back again. 

Data 
(Orange) 

This allows us to create Variables and add to them or set them to a value. 
e.g. you score variable sets to 0 at the start of the game then adds 1 
every time you shoot an alien. 

Operator 
(Green) 

This is where we find maths instructions like +  -  *  /   
Important ones in coding are  

  Greater than (Is their score bigger than 30? They win!) 

   Less than (Are their lives less than 1? They lose!) 

   Equal to (Is their time equal to 0? Game over!) 

Sensing 
(Light Blue) 

These blocks let you tell if your sprite is touching something else.  e.g. if 
your sprite is touching an enemy you lose a life. 
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Brookvale Groby Learning Campus
KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER: History

Year 7 / Term 3 / King in the Car Park

Norman Law =  RIP

Respect

Introducing New Laws

Punishment

The Domesday Book is a great 
land survey from 1086, by 
William the Conqueror to 
show the land and resources 
being owned in England and 
the the taxes amount of he 
could raise. The information 
collected was recorded by 
hand in two huge books, in the 
space of around a year.

Development of castles

Trial by Ordeals

Trial by hot Iron

Trial by Hot Water

Trial by cold water

Trial by combat

Trial by consecrated bread

Medieval Town



Grammar
There are different words for my, your, his, her 
depending on the noun which comes afterwards

Self-quizzing Techniques
• Copy the word letter by letter
• Copy out the word with the

vowels missing and then fill
them in from memory.

• Give yourself the first letter of
each word and/or the number
of letters in the word and
complete the word from
memory.

• Ask somebody to read out the
English and see if you can say
the French.

Brookvale Groby Learning Campus
Knowledge Organiser: French

Year: 7 Term: 4 Work Hard, Be Kind

1 père father

2 frère brother

3 grand-père grandfather

4 mère mother

5 soeur sister

6 grand-mère grandmother

7 oncle uncle

8 tante auntie

9 parents parents

10 professeur teacher

11 médecin doctor

12 pompier firefighter

13 peintre painter

14 policier/policière police officer

15 infirmier/infirmière nurse

16 fermier/fermière farmer

17 cuisinier/cuisinière chef

18 facteur/factrice postman/woman

19 Je ne suis pas I am not

20 Tu n’es pas You are not

21 Il n’est pas He is not

22 Elle n’est pas She is not

23 Nous ne sommes pas We are not

24 Ils ne sont pas They are not

masc fem plural

my mon ma mes

your ton ta tes

his/her son sa ses

Grammar
To form a negative you place ne and pas around the 
verb.

Je suis – Je = pronoun, suis = verb 
ne and pas go around the verb = Je ne suis pas

If the verb starts with a vowel ne changes to n’
eg Il est = Il n’est pas



Self-quizzing Techniques
• Copy the word letter by letter
• Copy out the word with the vowels missing

and then fill them in from memory.
• Give yourself the first letter of each word

and/or the number of letters in the word
and complete the word from memory.

• Ask somebody to read out the English and
see if you can say the German.

Brookvale Groby Learning Campus
Knowledge Organiser: German

Year: 7 Term: 2

Work Hard, Be Kind

1 Wie heißt du? How are you called?

2 Ich heiße Fred. I (am) called Fred.

3 Wo wohnst du? Where do you live?

4 Ich wohne in Groby. I live in Groby.

5 Wo kommst du her? Where do you come 
from?

6 Ich komme aus
England.

I come from 
England.

21 Ich spiele gern
Fußball

I like playing
football

22 Ich spiele gern
Tennis

I like playing 
tennis

23 Ich höre gern
Musik

I like listening to 
music

24 Ich besuche
gern Freunde

I like visiting 
friends

25 Ich faulenze
gern

I like lazing 
about

26 Ich schwimme
gern

I like swimming

27 Ich tanze gern I like dancing

7 Schottland Scotland

8 Irland Ireland

9 Wales Wales

10 Deutschland Germany

11 Österreich Austria

28 nicht gern don’t like

29 lieber prefer

18 und and

19 aber but

20 nicht not
Classroom Language

Wie sagt man … auf Deutsch? – How do you say … in German?

Wie sagt man … auf Englisch? – How do you say … in English?

Darf ich Englisch sprechen? – Can I speak in English?

Ich möchte einen Kuli, bitte – I would like a pen, please

12 Wie findest du 
Leicester?

How do you find 
Leicester?

13 Ich finde Leicester 
interessant

I find Leicester 
interesting

14 schmutzig dirty

15 sauber clean

16 aufregend exciting

17 langweilig boring E 
ST 
T 
E
N 
T 
E
N







 

YEAR 7 Topic 3 : Smoking.  

 

 

The contents of cigarettes 

 Tobacco smoke contains thousands of chemicals. 

Many of these are harmful to the human body. 

 Some of the chemicals cause damage to the inner 

lining of blood vessels , causing them to become 

furred up. 

 Irritants in tobacco smoke destroy the tiny hairs in 

the air passages that normally trap dirt and germs 

so that they are able to travel to the lungs and 

accumulate there. 

 Tar is a black, sticky substance that collects in the 

lungs. It contains products that are known to cause 

cancer. Even so-called ‘low-tar’ cigarettes are 

dangerous. 

 Carbon monoxide is a poisonous gas that reduces 

the blood’s ability to transport oxygen around the 

body. 

 Nicotine is a powerful drug that affects the brain 

(making it addictive) and heart (increasing heart 

rate and raising blood pressure). In large quantities, 

nicotine is extremely poisonous. 

Short Term effects of Smoking 

Smoking can make your breath and clothes 

smell. It can affect your skin and hair. 

Smoking can leave yellow stains on your teeth 

and fingers. 

It can very quickly affect your fitness levels and 

make you more prone to coughs and asthma. 

Financial costs 

The financial costs of being a smoker depends 

upon their habit. As a rough guide, smoking 20 a 

day will cost approximately £70 a week . That 

adds up to £3,640.00 a year! Or £36,400 over 

ten years ! £££££££££££££££££££££££££££££ 

Addiction 

Tobacco smoke contains nicotine. Nicotine is a powerful 

drug which acts on the brain and can cause addiction. 

Smokers who go without cigarettes often suffer 

withdrawal symptoms. These include feeling depressed, 

feeling anxious , being irritable and bad-tempered, finding 

it hard to concentrate , losing sleep and putting on 

weight. Smokers become used to having a cigarette in 

certain situations . All of these things make it hard to stop. 

 

 

 

Breaking the Habit ! 

Think Positive! 

Make a Plan , set a date and stick to it! 

Get some stop smoking support – find friends 

and family who want to quit and give it up 

together. 

Call the NHS Smokefree helpline on 

03001231044 or get support from your local 

stop smoking service. 

Nicotine replacement Therapy (NRT) can double 

your chances of success. As well as patches, 

there are tablets, lozenges, gum and a nasal 

spray! If it helps you to hold something there 

are products like the inhalator or e-cigarettes. 

Get moving – even a five minute stretch or walk 

can cut cravings! 

 

 



Key Words
Integer – a whole number
Factor – a whole number that divides exactly into an integer
Multiple – the result of when you multiply
Prime number – a number with only two factors
Square number – a number multiplied by itself
Cube number – a number multiplied by itself 3 times

Brookvale Groby Learning Campus

KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER: MATHEMATICS

Numbers and the Number System
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Brookvale Groby Learning Campus
Knowledge Organiser: Mathematics

Year: 7 Term: 1 Topic: Measuring Space
Work Hard, Be Kind

Always measure from the 0 marker, not 
the end of your ruler

Each small marker is worth 1mm

Each medium marker is worth 5mm

Each large marker is worth 1cm (or 
10mm)

Time

1 minute = 60 seconds
1 hour = 60 minutes
1 day = 24 hours
1 week = 7 days
1 year = 365 days or 12 months or 
52 weeks 
(366 days in a leap year)

Half an hour = 30 minutes
Quarter of an hour = 15 minutes

Money
100p = £1.00

Length
10 mm = 1 cm
100 cm = 1 m
1000 m = 1 km

Area
1cm² = 100 mm² 
1 m² = 10000 cm²

Capacity
1L = 1000ml
1cL = 100ml

Mass
1g = 1000 mg
1000g = 1kg
1000kg = 1 tonne

Always measure from 
the 0 marker

Each small marker is 
worth 1°

Always measure from 
the 0 marker

Each large marker 
is worth 10°
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Make sure one of the 
lines that forms the 
angle is underneath 
the 0 line

Make sure the corner 
of the angle is on the 
cross at the centre of 
the protractor

Volume / Capacity
1 cm³ = 1ml
1000 cm³ = 1 Litre



Plot 

The story that the play or musical follows 

 

Objective 

What the character is trying to achieve in a 

scene. Why are they in this scene? Learn 

more:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M

qjSll7h48M  

 

Dialogue 

The words that actors speak. This is written in 

the script.  

 

Blocking 

How you work through staging a scene. 

Where do you stand? When do you move? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WNkF6

y2PwY  

 

Proxemics 

The distance characters stand from each 

depending on their relationship 

 
Physicality 

The way we move to create the character you 

are playing 

 

 

Atmosphere 

Atmosphere can be used to set a mood for a 

performance. We can use lighting, sound and 

movement to create a specific atmosphere. Different 

colours often help to represent a mood as well as 

the use of music or even a soundscape. How we 

move also helps to create and sustain an 

atmosphere.  

 

Soundscape 

Often a sound or series of sounds that help to create 

the feeling of a mood or place. This is often used in 

place of music.  

 

Character 

The person you are playing the part of. You need to 

think about how you can use your body language, 

facial expression and voice to show your character. 

You also need to think about what your character’s 

objective in a scene and how you can show this.  

 

5 Key Performance Skills 

Body Language 

How your body shows what your character is 

feeling. How do you show they are angry? Sad? 

Scared? 

 

Facial Expressions 

How your face shows what your character is 

thinking or feeling. You usually find that your face 

and body work together to show your characters 

emotion.  

 

Projection 

The volume you speak on stage. The audience 

always need to be able to hear you even if you use 

a stage whisper. Volume is produced by pushing 

the air from your diaphragm.  

 

Tone of Voice 

The pitch of your voice can alter your character. 

You can also consider your use of accent depending 

where your character is from. 

  

Spatial Awareness 

How you use the space. Can the audience see you? 

Have you used different levels to make your scene 

look interesting? 

 

Brookvale Groby Learning Campus 

Year 7 

The Lion King 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 7 

The Lion King 
 Work Hard Be Kind 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MqjSll7h48M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MqjSll7h48M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WNkF6y2PwY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WNkF6y2PwY


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Terms you need to learn 

 Soundscape- This is when you tell a picture through 
sound or Music. So for example in class we thought 
how we could create the sounds of a beautiful beach 
scene  

 Programme Music- This is a bit like a soundscape but 
it’s where the Music is telling a story.  

 Waltz- A waltz is a dance that has 3 beats in the bar, 
rather than the usual 4. Listen to this waltz- Try to 
count the groups of 3 beats- 1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3 etc 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AnrZs_pYcmw 

 Plucking and Bowling- These are the different ways to 
play a string instrument. So to bow a player would use 
a bow and to the pluck the player would pluck the 
strings with their fingers.  

 Danse Macabre- The Danse Macabre is a story about 
skeletons coming out to party on Halloween. The 
story has been told through Music, Poetry and Art.  

 
Instruments of the Orchestra 

 

 
                          

Remember your DR P SMITH as the elements 
are the building blocks in Music 

D Dynamics –How loud and soft. There are 

lots of dynamic change in this piece 

R Rhythm and Tempo- The time signature 

is in 3//4 which has 3 beats to the bar. The 
tempo is fast but at the end it slows down for 
the sad melody.  

P Pitch- High/low and everything in between! 

S Structure-Through composed which means 

there isn’t a strict structure. This is because 
the music is telling a story-Just like modern 
film music 

M Melody- The main melody is played by 

‘death’ (solo violin) listen out for it! 

I Instruments-The orchestra- see below 

T Texture-A mixture between thin textures 

with the solo violin to the thick texture of the 
full orchestra playing.  

H Harmony- In a minor key which sounds sad 

and spooky.  
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BROOKVALE GROBY LEARNING CAMPUS 
KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER: MUSIC 

WORK HARD, BE KIND 

Key Composers/Performers you should listen to- Saint Seans! 
 
Camille Saint-Saens was a French composer who was born in 1835 and died in 1935. He was very famous. He 
was really interested in everyday sounds such as settle boiling or a clock chiming. He like to tell a story 
through his Music.  

 
 Animated Danse Macabre recording-:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0glOYQBlSA 

 

 Live Orchestra playing the Danse Macbare- 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytpqcJ1IfoA 

 
He also wrote a very famous piece called this carnival of the Animals- Have a listen to this one which is 
the elephant! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ug8hCAyBaqg 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Key Assessments 

 Compose your own 

version of the Danse 

Macabre story in groups. 

You will need to make 

sure you tell the key 

points of the story! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AnrZs_pYcmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0glOYQBlSA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytpqcJ1IfoA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ug8hCAyBaqg


BROOKVALE GROBY PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Year 7 Health Related Fitness 

COMPONENTS OF FITNESS 

 

Cardiovascular Endurance: also known as stamina 

or aerobic endurance. This is the ability to 

continuously exercise without tiring. 

 

Muscular Endurance: the ability of the muscles to 

repeatedly contract, or keep going, without rest. 

 

Speed: the ability of the body to move quickly. This 

may be the whole body or parts of the body. 

 

Muscular Strength: the ability of a muscle to exert 

force for a short period of time. 

 

Power: a combination of strength and speed. 

 

Flexibility: the range of movement that you have 

around a joint. 

 

Agility: how quickly you can change direction with 

control, whilst maintaining speed, balance and power. 

 

Balance: keeping your centre of mass over your 

base of support. 

 

Co-ordination: the ability to move different limbs at 

different times, or do more than one task at a time 

effectively. 

 

Reaction Time: the ability to react quickly to a 

stimulus. 

 

Can you think of sports performers who need 

high levels of each component? 

FITNESS TRAINING METHODS 

 

Continuous training: long periods of exercise 

without any breaks. Done at an intensity that can 

be maintained over a extended period of time. 

Used to improve cardiovascular endurance. 

 

Interval training: periods of exercise followed by 

periods of rest. This can be adapted to work at 

high intensities for short periods to improve 

speed and power, or work over long periods to 

improve cardiovascular endurance. 

 

Fartlek training: speed play. Working at different 

speeds and intensities or over different terrains. 

Good for games activities. 

 

Circuit training: different exercises at different 

stations which are performed in a specific order. 

Often uses your own body weight as a 

resistance. Easy to adapt, but often used to 

improve muscular endurance. 

 

Weight training: using free weights or weights 

machines to provide a resistance to lift or work 

against. Often used to improve strength. 

 

Plyometrics: jumping or bounding activities that 

are done to improve power and speed. Often 

involves jumping off, onto or over equipment 

likes hurdles of boxes. 

 

 

BENEFITS OF EXERCISE 

 

Physical: 

- Reduce risk of coronary heart disease 

(CHD). 

- Lower blood pressure. 

- Increased bone density, therefore a reduced 

risk of osteoporosis. 

- Reduce risk of obesity. 

- Reduce risk of type 2 diabetes. 

- Improved posture. 

- Improved fitness levels. 

 

Emotional: 

- Increased self-esteem and confidence. 

- Relieve stress. 

- Release endorphins into the bloodstream 

which give you a ‘feel good factor’. 

- Improved body image. 

 

Social: 

- Increased number of friendships. 

- A feeling of belonging to a group. 

- Decreased feelings of loneliness. 

 

Taking part in regular physical activity will allow 

you to gain these benefits, which are good for 

physical and mental health. 

 

Living an inactive lifestyle means you won’t gain 

these benefits, which could impact on your 

physical and mental health. 
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Optic nerve – carries information from the eye to the 

brain 

Retina – where the focused light is detected 

Ciliary muscle – where light enters the eye 

Lens – light is focused onto the retina 

Iris – controls the amount of light entering the eye 

Cornea – focuses the light and protects the eye 

 

The Ear 


